
Above:  Ferrari 360 Challenge Mod:  On 23rd Sept 2006 at a press conference, Ferrari’s Chief engineer Amedeo Felisa spoke for 
Ferrari and said the Turismo HD models were “the best CGI model of their cars that they've ever seen.”.  Some time before this, he 
was quoted as saying “I personally feel a strong link to Project Gotham Racing and am very happy to associate the Ferrari brand 
and the new Enzo Ferrari with this great video game brand franchise."  In light of their new License for a Ferrari game, Sim bin 
better make sure them models are nice! 

 
What a fantastic thing when you can turn a hobby into a career.  That’s exactly what a mod team 
did in 2002.  Sim Bin Development Team (SBDT) turned pro with some cash from FIA GT driver and 
team owner Henrik Roos.  This was immediately after releasing a modification called GTR2002 to 
apply onto EA’s F1 2002.  In a new ‘internet era’ way they worked collaboratively each at home in 
different places around Europe.  I find that alone quite amazing.  Over the years I’ve noticed they 
play that down very much, but I think it’s admirable.  Their games are always sold as simulations 
and are PC only.  The graphics and sound have never been cutting edge, but they’re always scal-
able. 
 
Their first game (the mod) was, in my opinion, too hard and no fun.  I closed my review by saying 
“That’s the difference between a mod or a DIY affair – there’s no learning curve.  You simply 
switch on and it’s rock hard immediately. Unplayable even.   If you have 200 hours to invest get-
ting used to the handling, this may be for you.  But for the rest of us who want to be tearing up a 
track and setting good times within say 20 to 100 hours, we should stay from this hardcore lu-
nacy….so I’ll be dammed if I could recommend you get the behind the wheel of this one.  Still, if 
you have F12002 and a fair bandwidth, you will won’t you…because it’s free.  Those of you who 
can’t, don’t loose any sleep over this one”. 
 
And whilst GTR2002 wasn’t to my taste, the hardcore sim racing community seemed to enjoy it.  
That wasn’t the end of their mod however.  Because a smaller piggyback release to the mod came 
later—The Ferrari F360 Challenge mod.—”I am overwhelmingly impressed by this mod.  It sits atop 
what is arguably a flawed, but fair enough F1 Sim.  But SBDT have bitten away the flaws and chewed them 
up into small digestible pieces (avoiding heartburn).  To repair the damage, they have grafted up the 
wounded areas (from it’s bottom) and with a surgeons precision, they have stitched on their own beautiful 
piece of gaming that you should not miss, at any cost.  Go get F12002.  Get the 360 Mod.  Prepare to spend 
at least an hour setting the car & game as you like it and possibly the online software F1rst.  You’ll love it. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back.” 
 
Their first commercial release came in 2005 with GTR—a PC only hard-core sim which was like 
their first Mod a bit too hard and a bit too much like hard work unless you’re a motor sport engi-
neer.  It was nothing special graphically (especially the tracks which were a bit poor).  It didn’t 
really hang together like a game..nothing to unlock, no progress to make, nothing to collect, no 
points to score.  Why the hard work?   Still, it was critically acclaimed, but it was commercially dis-
astrous.  Despite distribution by Atari, it didn’t sell any great numbers—much like any hardcore PC 
simulation at that time...it’s a very niche thing. 
 
And then, in May 2005 there were a few fights over marketing and financial direction and the same 
core team who formed Simbin left Simbin to form Blimey!  The new team at Simbin released a 
game in 2006 called RACE, but it was awful. 
 
10tacle Studios AG purchased a majority of the shareholding of Blimey! In February 2006...so 
funding remained.  Blimey!, as they were now known, quickly released a game in 2006 called GT 
Legends.    Well it was clear they’d learnt a lot.  The graphics were better—which was nice.  But 
more importantly the game was more like a GAME with progression unlocking more cars etc.  The 
cars handling like you expect sixties and seventies cars to handle...maybe not as they would, but 
the point is, they handle as you expect them to.  The simulation was more forgiving...and most 
importantly, fun.  It reminded me of the Mini-mod for F12002 (see elsewhere).  Still, it may rock 
the simulation world, but once again, sales were limited really. 
 
Quickly they released their second game of 2006 - GTR2.  For me this is their best effort so far. 
Probably because the Ferrari drives so well—it’s so much more fun and far eminently more play-
able than their first game.  Frankly, GTR2 was the best simulation game available (Rfactor is too 
system hungry and LFS is not in the same simulation league). 
 
And this leads us to 2007 when Blimey! is mostly based in London but still have their ‘virtual’ staff.  
Plus, the most exciting news...that 10tacle have acquired the Ferrari License and Blimey! Will be 
developing it.  If their earlier Ferrari 360 Mod is anything to go by, this is definitely something to 
look forward to.   
 
 
 

Above right:  GTR—3 screens 
Right:  GT Legends—2 screens 

 


